
Blush and Cream 
 

**recipes broken down per bouquet/centerpiece 

 1 Large Bridal Bouquet: 5-6 O'hara garden roses, 5-7 Pink Mondial Roses, 5-
6 white ranunculus, 3 white cushion poms, 3 cream spray roses, 4-5 white 
lisianthus, sprigs of seeded euc, gunni, and silver dollar eucalyptus and 
Italian ruscus 

 6-7 Bridesmaid Bouquets: 1 O'hara garden roses, 3 Pink Mondial Roses, 2 
white ranunculus, 2-3 white cushion poms, 1 cream spray rose, 2-3 white 
lisianthus, and sprigs of greens 

 Bouts or Corsages:  I average 1-2 spray rose or cushion flower buds per 
bout, and 3 buds per corsage.  Add sprigs of your favorite green!  I like to 
save a ranunculus for the groom's bout to make his special! 

 2 Large Ceremony Urns or 2 Large Foam Cages for Arch:  13 Pink Mondial 
Roses, 13 white carnations, 1 bunch of baby, silver dollar, and gunni 
eucalyptus, 1/2 bunch of salal tips per urn or cage 

 10 Centerpieces with 5-6'' Vase Diameter:  2-3 Pink Mondial Roses, 2-3 
white carnations, 2-3 white cushion poms, 2-3 pink lisianthus, salal tips, 
seeded eucalyptus, baby euc, and silver dollar euc   

 25-30 Mason Jar Size or 3'' Vase Diameter:  1 Pink Mondial Roses, 1 white 
carnation, 1 white cushion pom, 2 light pink lisianthus, salal, seeded euc, 
baby euc, and silver dollar euc sprigs 

 50-60 Budvases:  Each one will look different.  I average 2-3 blooms per bud 
vase and a sprig of green.  These are the flower allotted for budvases: 25 
Pink Mondial Roses, 25 white carnations, 30 stems white cushion poms, 30 
stems pink lisiahtus, 1 bunch of salal tips, 2 bunches of seeded euc, 1 bunch 
of baby euc, and 2 bunches of silver dollar euc 

  

 



Blush and Cream 
 

 

SPECIAL FLOWER CARE NOTES FOR ITEMS SPECFIC TO THIS PACKAGE: 

 Garden Roses:  These are more delicate and less hardy than standard roses.  
Give them their own vase.  Don’t be alarmed if there are ugly guard petals.  
This is normal, just pluck’em off! 
 

 Ranunculus:  Have 22 gauge straight floral wire on hand in case they are 
heavily curved and bending under their own weight.  We have a Youtube 
video on how to do this! 
 

 Bug Nibbles:  Remember that you are working with unprocessed greenery, 
so you may find some leaves that have been munched.  Just snip those 
away!  Nibbles are typically found on seeded euc and salal predominately.   
 

 Eucalyptus:  Seeded eucalyptus is off-crop and unavailable late March- 
June.  Gunni euc typically has tender growth ends that shrivel and can be 
snipped or pinched off, this is normal and to be expected with this 
greenery. 
 

 Pink Mondial Roses:  These stellar roses are known for their ruffly petals, 
but sometimes the outer guard petals can be green which can be plucked 
off!  They typically open quickly, but that does not mean they will not last, 
that’s just the nature of the Mondial breed! 

 

 

 


